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Winning in Sports Through Performance Analysis & Data Analytics at
Innovation Enterprise's Sports Analytics Innovation Summit

Over the summer, the word went crazy with the FIFA World Cup being held in Brazil. The
tournament brought together the most powerful footballing nations to compete for the highest
honor in world football, however, it took more than just the passion and skill on the pitch over
the 7 games it took Germany to win.

San Francisco, CA (PRWEB) August 18, 2014 -- All of the players who represented their countries play club
football for the majority of the year and it is up to people like Jo Clubb, Lead Sports Scientist at Chelsea FC to
improve performances and analyse every aspect of their lives.

Jo will be discussing her work at one of the world’s most successful soccer teams at the Sports Analytics
Innovation Summit in San Francisco on September 10 & 11.

Discussing the use of analytics and performance techniques, Jo will be sharing her extensive knowledge of
sports science from years spent working at one of the most prestigious global sporting institutions.

As well as Jo Clubb, other organizations presenting at the event include:

- Golden State Warriors
- Los Angeles Dodgers
- U.S Olympic Committee
- San Francisco 49ers
- National Football League

“I designed this summit to spread the cutting edge ideas that are driving performance in some of the most elite
sports establishments in the world” Said Richard Angus, the Summit Director, “We wanted to create a level of
interactivity and cross sports discussions to push sports analytics forwards”

In addition to discussions on the use of analytics on the pitch or track, speakers will also discuss the use of data
off the pitch. Topics will include crowd engagement, athlete recruitment, business data and many others.

For more information on the summit, visit the website for the full speaker line up, schedule and registration
details.

About Innovation Enterprise:

Innovation Enterprise, a CFO Publishing company is an independent business-to-business multi-channel media
brand focused on the information needs of Senior Finance, Operations, Planning, Strategy, and Decision
Support & Advanced Analytics executives.

Products include IE.Summits, IE.Finance, IE.Analytics, IE.Operations, IE.Strategy, IE.Membership and
IE.Insights. Whether it's delivered online, or in person, everything IE produces reflects the company's
unshakeable belief in the power of information to spur innovation.
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Contact Information
Joanna Giddings
Innovation Enterprise
http://theinnovationenterprise.com/summits/sports-analytics-innovation-summit-sf-2014
+1 (415) 6925484 Ext: +1

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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